Student Fee Request
2009-2010

**Project Name:**
Mac Lab Upgrade

**Project Description:**
Last year’s student fee supported the improvement of Union Computer Labs. In addition to enhancing the Union computer lab, this funding created an opportunity to purchase 4 Mac computers and create a Mac computer area in CSIL’s Commuter Lounge.

These computers have gotten good use as well as some requests for printing capability. This lounge has 4 additional empty cubicles. 4 additional Mac computers would provide students with more technology options within the union and a printer can fulfill some users requests to print.

**Student Priorities:**
1. Enhancement of Technology programs and on-line interactions
2. Extended service hours, upgrades, and Improvements to the Student Union's Facilities

**Anticipated Impact:**
This space will create a "Mac Lab" of sorts with 8 total computers available as long as the 4th floor is open. With the increased popularity of Apple technology, this "lab" can help the unions meet this trend for our students.